Jackets Invade South Bend for Irish Tilt

Joe McCain To Direct Marquette Orchestra

Previous Tantalizing Music

The Marquette University music school has started with more than the usual enthusiasm. It was the first meeting of this school under the direction of Joe McCain, director of the orchestra. The music school has had many trial runs and many turnouts for the benefit of the music students. The orchestra has been practicing for the last four weeks and will be ready to perform at any time. The orchestra has been well received by the students and has been very popular. The orchestra has been well received by the students and has been very popular.

New Members to Be Elected

The new members for the season will be elected from the senior class. The seniors have been practicing for the last two weeks and will be ready to perform at any time. The senior class has been well received by the students and has been very popular.

Tornado Has Great Chance For Victory

Tornado's annual bid for the national championship will be decided at the meeting on Monday night. Tornado will be facing off against Notre Dame and will be deciding who will be the winner. Tornado will be fighting for the championship, and there is a great chance for victory.

Fluminan Heads Notre Dame

The Golden Tornado's annual bid for the national championship will be decided at the meeting on Monday night. Tornado will be facing off against Notre Dame and will be deciding who will be the winner. Tornado will be fighting for the championship, and there is a great chance for victory.

Fiesta Blues Elect Seniors To Membership

Initiation to Be Held Soon

The seniors have been practicing for the last two weeks and will be ready to perform at any time. The senior class has been well received by the students and has been very popular.

Parmelee Elects Seniors To Membership

Initiation to Be Held Soon

The seniors have been practicing for the last two weeks and will be ready to perform at any time. The senior class has been well received by the students and has been very popular.

Skull and Key

New Members to Be Elected

The new members for the season will be elected from the senior class. The seniors have been practicing for the last two weeks and will be ready to perform at any time. The senior class has been well received by the students and has been very popular.

Phi Beta Epsilon Seniors to Membership

Initiation to Be Held Soon

The seniors have been practicing for the last two weeks and will be ready to perform at any time. The senior class has been well received by the students and has been very popular.
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LOYALTY
Down in the Senior section last Saturday there sat a young fellow, a Senior maybe, but not a Junior, and a staunch sup­porter of Tech as he would have you believe. He was not told you other­wise. But when Coach Alex­ander sent in a scrum team to stand up to the orcs and the scrubs didn't live up to expectations, this same Tech enthusiast, began to think Alex was making a ghastly mistake. And after this thought had责任 around in his mind for only a few minutes, with it being then just a passing thought, he made it the most important topic of his conversation and yelling. He told the world at large, of which a great many people represented in the persons of the stu­dents near him and the pay cus­tomers, and his gim-inspired, blabber­ous criticisms were disgusting and uncalled for.

Coach Alexander has done wonderful things for Tech in the last few years, and he has proved his ability with the material that he has this year. It is a safe bet that he would do anything in his power, so far as he knows, to make the team win all the games. It seems impossible that anything could be done to make the team lose.

When the article appeared one per­son, the Mr. Field's radio audience rushed to his defense. Mr. Field himself mailed a letter to The Tanager pointing out the many reasons denouncing Grinnell College. Another person at the inter­ section was the President of a local Grinnell student body and appeared in The Tanager. It was protected in its own interest, that is, the members of the Grinnell student body, by a number of letters, and a number of articles in the local press. The Ad­ vance. The title of which provided excellent adver­sity for The Tanager, which is a rather unimportant newspaper where his index page is usually war­ nished with "satan." Along with this a number of letters appeared in the Student and the students of the University of California have complete­ly vanquished the Grinnell students.

The controversy raged on to such an extent that finally an item appeared in The Tanager. It was published in the Student and the students of the University of California have complete­ly vanquished the Grinnell students.

The controversy raged on to such an extent that finally an item appeared in The Tanager. It was published in the Student and the students of the University of California have complete­ly vanquished the Grinnell students.

We ate till we had vanquished, and now we are back to content and not having any thing to do with the Grinnell students. We have done our part, and now we are back to content and not having any thing to do with the Grinnell students.
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one
model
to wear!
Don't miss it!

There's a New Note In UNIVERSITY CLOTHING

Sweeping the East. It's in the patterns—placing certain light stripes on dark blue, bringing in shadow-tone grays, and H-space tans. Also a certain deep brown, and a unique stripe on tan—

Modeled in the correct Muse-three button, as pictured. That model that is "the law"

Muse's has just brought this new note into Atlanta. They're tailored by London-town—and how London-town does know how to do that!

WITH 1 AND 2 PAIRS OF TROUSERS

MUSE'S

"The Stylish Center of the South"

PEACHTREE - WALTON - BROAD

College Dept.

P. S.—Smoke over to Muse's Shop in the Biltmore, and see what's there. Ask Clyde Hughes to show his selection of certain University Clothes at $45. All prices at the Biltmore Shop are the same as at Muse's main store.

FRATERNITY HOUSES HAVE ROBBERS

There is a series of bold fraternity house robberies being made. Almost every night a different house is robbed. It would be wise for all men living in fraternity houses to keep a close watch at night, and for the fraternitites to lock their houses when all the boys have retired.

Some time during last Friday night, the Theta Chi house was entered and robbed, the robbers getting three watches and about 40 dollars in cash. Saturday night, the Pi Kappa Phi house was entered, and four watches were taken, but no cash was taken. Monday morning between three and seven, the Tau Epsilon Phi house was entered and two watches, about 50 dollars in cash, three fountain pens, and several pocketbooks were removed. Monday night the Sigma Phi Epsilon house got off light, losing only about 15 dollars to the burglars, and no watches.

The type of robbery was the same in each case, the robbers entering without any evident trouble, going to only some of the rooms. The robbers would get the boys' clothes from within three feet of the boys' heads, and carry them in the hall to back theרצ.

DUO-WEAR

We contend still that Duo-Wear Two-Trouser College Suits are the best values to be had. Only costing $35 $37 1/2 $40 Topcoats $30 to $40

PARKS - CHAMBERS Inc.

"Satisfactory Cleaning Service"

GA. TECH PRESSING CLUB CLEANSERS—PRESSERS—TAILORS Phone Hemblock 4558
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**INFANTRY BEATS BATTLESHIP**

**Jackets Eke Out Hard Victory Over Tarheels**

Randolph and Thomason Lead Tornado to Win

75-Yard Run Is Feature

Fighting over every inch of the ground on which it fell, Georgia's Golden Tornado, Saturday afternoon defeated North Carolina 13 to 0 Grant Field. It was one of the most stubbornly contested games ever witnessed this season, and was replete with thrill, drama, and wild right for the 19,000 or more spectacles who crowded Grant Field to witness the battle for which both teams had prepared for the past week.

Georgia Tech's victory over North Carolina was well earned. It was far from easy, as the Golden Tornado men were against much odds, fighting against them in weight, and in some instances in ability, but one which lacked the gentleness and headiness which counts.

The Tarheels with their dash and their brilliant line plunges and accurate passes were unable to break through the Jacket's "rock of Gibraltar" line, and remained the sole possessors of the goose egg. It was a dent that the Tornado must exert every effort to win.

For the victory won by Tech, or the North Carolina defeat, one name stands out above all others. This is the name of Captain Crowley. His second quarter, Captain Crowley called for, minute, either on the defensive or of offense. Across the field they fought their best, who had not met defeat or who do not accept defeat. It is like a type of fighting which the Tech fans have come to expect, and was the "Gator Freshman"'s main thrust.

The first quarter ended with neither team scoring on goal line passes, but the second quarter opened with the offensive of the Tech Freshmen. Tharpe, of Tech, ran back a punt from midfield to the Florida 30-yard strip. Dunlap swept back for fourteen more, and Lawless went through the Florida line for the remaining 16 yards and a touchdown. Herrin added the extra point.

The third quarter belonged solely to the Florida Frosh. Following a series of penalties against the Baby Jackets, the Warriors pounced upon a Tech fumble on the latter's 45-yard line. With penalties and running backs up, Florida blocked aTech punt on the 15-yard line. Here Behre kicked left with a lateral pass for a touchdown. Behre kicked goal.

The fourth quarter opened with Tech on Florida's 10-yard line. The Baby Jackets started a drive from this point, but were successful only to the Florida 15-yard line. Here Behre kicked goal.

The victory was the result of a team effort. Although the Greenies' home, many possibilities were opened up. Tharpe, of Tech, ran back a punt from midfield to the Florida 30-yard strip. Dunlap swept back for fourteen more, and Lawless went through the Florida line for the remaining 16 yards and a touchdown. Herrin added the extra point.
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The Golden Tornado showed a very marked reaction to their victory over the North Carolina Tide by playing a low score game with the North Carolina aggregate. They were brilliant players pulled by both teams, North Carolina seemed to be able to complete passes almost at will. But there cannot be too much praise given to those eleven Jackets who held the North Carolina squad when they had less than a yard to go to take a point. The Tide line held when the Tarheels were down in the first-yard mark on first down.

Bob Randolph seemed to be able to gain more yards than the North Carolina line by any other Jack; effort, for Thompson's seventy-five-yard run. Glenn Holland did a piece of brilliant playing in the man in which he ran interference for Stamper on his way to the second Jack end.

Alabama’s Crimson Tide came back after their defeat at the hands of the Golden Tornado and defeated the Be-sawan Tigers by a 24-0 count. Alabama scored her first touchdown in the first five minutes of play when Tuck received Sewanee’s kickoff on his own seven-yard line and ran ninety-five yards to a touchdown.

So far this season the Jacket eleven has been successful in every lateral pass on the Tech flats while the Jackets hold a perfect record. The most brilliant pass on the Tech flats while the Jackets hold a perfect record.

The Junior Jackets stopped the Baby Gators for the first time since the Georgia Tech machine. It was his opinion that if his outfit could stop Randolph and Thomas he could win, but if they failed to do so that his eleven would be in for a very busy afternoon.

The copy for the "Kick-Off Number of Yellow Jackets" has yet had to go against. The copy for the "Kick-Off Number of Yellow Jackets" has yet had to go against.
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JACKETS EKE OUT HARD VICTORY OVER TARHEELS
(Continued from Page 4)

The most brilliant of these passes was in the game with the North Carolina Tarheels in which a lateral pass from Durant to Crow-

flying, followed by a wide and re-noticed in the Jacket touchdown. No opponent has as yet tried a lateral pass on the Tech flats while the Jackets hold a perfect record.

In the press box at the North Caro-

line Tech game were scores from Vanderbilt and Notre Dame. Though the team was playing in poor fashion compared with their game with the Crimson Tide both scouts were high-

ly impressed with the golden Jack-

ets.

Gus Morrow, down from Vander-

bilt to get a line on the Tech forma-
tions, said: "Tech seemed to be dead after but it is still the best team. I have seen in action so far this sea-

son."

[Continued from Page 1]

Wallace, l.t runt, r.g Martin, r.g. 
Mizell, p. waddiey, smith for Dur-

ant, holt, q.b Schulman, q.b. 
Waddey, smith for Durant, oltz for Randolph, 
Mizell, speer for hood, holland for 
Holland, toesy for holt, foard for shuford, jenkins for 
holland, toesy for holt, foard for shuford, jenkins for 
[Continued from Page 1]

ONE OF THE HEADLINERS OF THE COUNTRY IS THE LITTLE GIANT WITH THE LIFETIME PENCIL.
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gratulations to the campus, and upon them for playing as well as they did under such conditions. It was about the hottest three hour "lab" period that most Tech boys have ever experienced.

The dear little Seminary girls were both shocked and surprised to see their instructors taking the limousine light and cramping their style at Garber's Saturday night. If she was as good in the Gym as she was on the ballroom floor, then they certainly deserve all the glory and congratulations that the campus can heap upon them for playing as well as they have been displaying all over the southeast in their work for almost every large corporation in almost every line of business.

The firm of Emory is one of the oldest and is one of the most outstanding as to the type of service they have rendered. They not only pay the students back but they offer sufficient employment for the large number of freshmen and transfers entering the Co-op course this year.

The textile students in the Co-op Department have grown from two to twenty in three years and have procured positions for the first time this year with the following firms: Whittier Mill, Chattanooga, Tenn.; American Textile Co., Athens, Ga.; Atlanta Cotton Mills, Barnesville, Ga.; American Net & Twine Co., Blee Mountain, Ala.; Pekepitan Cotton Mills, Jackson, Ga.; Ontario Manufacturing Co., Chattanooga, Tenn.; and Hillside Mills, Augusta, Ga.

The firms employing Co-operative Commerce students are: Sears-Roebuck & Co., Dayton-Frankn-Akron, Ohio; Rich Bros., Willingham-Tift Lumber Co., all of Atlanta. The students work in the offices of the companies and go to school for alternate periods of three months each.

The Co-operative Civil Engineering students have a notable achievement to their credit by being placed with the Central of Georgia Railway, who first employed a large number seven years ago, and who have continued to employ more each year. Among the newer companies employing Co-ops is the Central of Georgia Railway, and the most outstanding as to the type of service they have rendered. They not only pay the students back but they offer sufficient employment for the large number of freshmen and transfers entering the Co-op course this year.
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The firms employing Co-operative Commerce students are: Sears-Roebuck & Co., Dayton-Frankn-Akron, Ohio; Rich Bros., Willingham-Tift Lumber Co., all of Atlanta. The students work in the offices of the companies and go to school for alternate periods of three months each.

The Co-operative Civil Engineering students have a notable achievement to their credit by being placed with the Central of Georgia Railway, who first employed a large number seven years ago, and who have continued to employ more each year. Among the newer companies employing Co-ops is the Central of Georgia Railway, and the most outstanding as to the type of service they have rendered. They not only pay the students back but they offer sufficient employment for the large number of freshmen and transfers entering the Co-op course this year.

The textile students in the Co-op Department have grown from two to twenty in three years and have procured positions for the first time this year with the following firms: Whittier Mill, Chattanooga, Tenn.; American Textile Co., Athens, Ga.; Atlanta Cotton Mills, Barnesville, Ga.; American Net & Twine Co., Blee Mountain, Ala.; Pekepitan Cotton Mills, Jackson, Ga.; Ontario Manufacturing Co., Chattanooga, Tenn.; and Hillside Mills, Augusta, Ga.

The firms employing Co-operative Commerce students are: Sears-Roebuck & Co., Dayton-Frankn-Akron, Ohio; Rich Bros., Willingham-Tift Lumber Co., all of Atlanta. The students work in the offices of the companies and go to school for alternate periods of three months each.

The Co-operative Civil Engineering students have a notable achievement to their credit by being placed with the Central of Georgia Railway, who first employed a large number seven years ago, and who have continued to employ more each year. Among the newer companies employing Co-ops is the Central of Georgia Railway, and the most outstanding as to the type of service they have rendered. They not only pay the students back but they offer sufficient employment for the large number of freshmen and transfers entering the Co-op course this year.

The textile students in the Co-op Department have grown from two to twenty in three years and have procured positions for the first time this year with the following firms: Whittier Mill, Chattanooga, Tenn.; American Textile Co., Athens, Ga.; Atlanta Cotton Mills, Barnesville, Ga.; American Net & Twine Co., Blee Mountain, Ala.; Pekepitan Cotton Mills, Jackson, Ga.; Ontario Manufacturing Co., Chattanooga, Tenn.; and Hillside Mills, Augusta, Ga.

The firms employing Co-operative Commerce students are: Sears-Roebuck & Co., Dayton-Frankn-Akron, Ohio; Rich Bros., Willingham-Tift Lumber Co., all of Atlanta. The students work in the offices of the companies and go to school for alternate periods of three months each.
Reeves to Aid Clay With Baseball Team

Old Tech Star Success in Big Leagues

Bob Reeves, the former Tech baseball star, who went direct from school to the Washington team of the American League has drawn much favorable comment from critics because of his brilliant playing. Chief among this praise is that of Roger Peckinpaugh, one of the greatest shortstops in the national pastime.

"He has the makings of a great shortstop, a world of natural ability and a keen mind. Once he learns the tricks of the trade there is no keeping him out of the headlines."

Billy Evans, the veteran umpire remarks that Reeves has a great future before him, and thinks that he will bear watching by everyone.

For almost a year after he left Tech, Reeves sat on the bench, occasionally filling in when a regular was injured, but always resuming his place when the regular was again in shape to play.

But while not participating in the games, Reeves was by no means idle. He constantly practiced and with the veteran Peckinpaugh to help him, improved.

This year his chance to make good came when Peckinpaugh was sold to Chicago. This deal was made only on the assurance that Myers, who had been purchased from New Orleans, could not fill the vacancy. However, Myers failed to produce the goods and he in turn was swapped to Boston for Biggs. Biggs could not make the grade either, so as an experiment Reeves was put in at shortstop.

He made good from the start and soon the worries over a good man at the shortfield position were ended. He not only made good, but continued to improve in every game in which he participated.

In a game with Cleveland during the past year Reeves broke the American League record for assists by making 13. That number comes within one of tying the National League record for assists by making 14 made by Cocoran in 1903.

His brilliant playing. Chief among this praise is that of Roger Peckinpaugh, one of the greatest shortstops in the national pastime.

Reeves signed as Assistant Baseball Coach at the scene of his college days. He will assist Coach Clay for their training season.

Resists Corrosion

This picture, taken in the salt marshes near Kearny, N. J., shows two lines of 30-inch Cast Iron Pipe replacing pipe made of other material. The alternate exposure to the action of salt water and air is a severe test.

While the pipe shown in the picture is subjected to unusual corrosive influences, all underground pipe must be able to withstand corrosion to a greater or less degree. Cast Iron Pipe has this quality. It does not depend on its coating to resist rust; the material itself is rust-resisting. The first Cast Iron Pipe ever laid is in service today at Versailles, France, after two hundred and sixty years' service.

CLOTHES Ready-made And Cut to Order
ESTABLISHED ENGLISH UNIVERSITY STYLES, TAILORED OVER YOUTHFUL CHARTS SOLELY FOR DISTINGUISHED SERVICE IN THE UNITED STATES.

Charter House
Suit 450, 445, 450 Overcoats

BY SPECIAL APPOINTMENT
OUR STORE IS THE
Charter House
OF ATLANTA
The character of the suits and overcoats tailored by Charter House will earn your most sincere liking.

Pollock & Berg
79-81 Peachtree Street

CAST IRON PIPE

Our new booklet, "Planning a Waterworks Sys-
tem," which covers the problems of water for the small town, will be sent on request.

CAST IRON PIPE FOR INDUSTRIAL INSTALLATIONS TO MEET SPECIAL PROBLEMS
"THE BELL SPIGOT JOINTS" WHICH COVERS THE INSTALLATION OF CAST IRON PIPE FOR INDUSTRIAL PURPOSES, TO MEET SPECIAL PROBLEMS

STOCK RUNS LOW

Get Sawyer's genuine Oiled Slickers on hand and the rain won't bother you.

SAWYER'S SLICKERS

Tides of the tides

Chesterfield smokers

don't change

with the tides!

...but watch how other smokers are changing to Chesterfield!

FOR THE BEST OF
GOOD REASONS
BETTER TASTE!

D Do You
want to go
to France?

By a special arrangement with one of the largest travel organizations a few students will be chosen from each college to travel abroad at our expense.

The cooperation will make them eligible for a Scholarship Tour. Why not be among those from your college? Write now.

Director Scholarship Tours LITERARY GUILD OF AMERICA

13 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, N. Y.
Technique Offers Prize to Freshmen

The Commerce Department made a short talk to the reportorial staff of the Technique at their weekly meeting on last Wednesday afternoon. In his inimitable style he emphasized the benefit of a good start in the news-paper game, both professionally and in the student field. He encouraged the boys to better work.

The Technique is offering to its reporters the opportunity of free admissions to the theaters. The three best stories each week receive as a worthy incentive to the students who are not writing for the paper at the present.

The Technique Offers Prize to Freshmen

Staff Editor Prof. Sparks

Technique at their weekly meeting on last Wednesday afternoon. In his inimitable style he emphasized the benefit of a good start in the news-paper game, both professionally and in the student field. He encouraged the boys to better work.

The Technique is offering to its reporters the opportunity of free admissions to the theaters. The three best stories each week receive as a worthy incentive to the students who are not writing for the paper at the present.

The Original 1-Piece Back College Coat

(No Center Seam)

They all admire it! They all have a reason—it’s the snappiest one-piece back suit on the campus!

"Learbury" in the new oxford blues and blue chervios (solids and stripes) is the favorite for the fall season!—and with each suit is an extra pair of trousers.

SUITS [With Two Trousers] $38 and $42

The College Man’s Store

POLLOCK & BERG

81 Peachtree Street

Matinée

35c

Night

60c

Week Oct. 31st

On the Screen

The Irresistible Lover

With Norman Kerry and Lois Moran

And

5—Pantages Acts—5

The one cigarette in a million

The instant a Camel is lighted, you sense that here is the distinctly better cigarette. And how this superior quality grows with the smoking? Choice tobaccos tell their fragrant story. Patient, careful blending rewards the smoker with added pleasure.

Camel is the one cigarette in a million for mildness and mellowness. Its decided goodness wins world popularity for Camel. Modern smokers demand superiority. They find it fulfilled in Camaels, and place them overwhelmingly first.

You should know the tastes and fragrances that choice tobaccos really give. Camels will reveal an entirely new pleasure. And the more of them you light, the more enjoyable.

"Have a Camel!"

J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY, WINSTON-SALEM, N. C.